SUBJECT INDEX:

PROMOTIONS FOR THE CHILD ABUSE INDUSTRY

See also:

ANTI-PAEDOPHILE PROPAGANDA

1931 M - Ein Stad Zucht Einer Mord
1947 Germania Anno Zero
1951 M
1972 Napoleon and Samantha
1973 The Offense
Zärtlichkeit der Wölfe
1977 Short Eyes
1983 Adam [US TV]
1985 The Atlanta Child Murders [US TV]
Kids Don’t Tell [US TV]
1986 When the Bough Breaks
1993 The Man Without a Face

19 The Boys of St Vincent
19 I Know My First Name is Steven

Redressing the imbalance:

1996 Unexplained - "The Search for Satan"
exposé of US "doctors" Sachs and Braun, and their diagnoses and treatment of "multiple personality
disorders" arising from mythical "satanic abuse" episodes in childhood...

Calendar of UK television's concerted hate campaign:

02/03/93 BBC2: Assignment - "Dying For Sex"
tabloid rant against the "human catastrophe" of sex tourism in Thailand.

12/08/97 BBC1: "BUMP IN THE NIGHT" ('91)
Christopher Reeve as a neurotic abductor and would-be child molestor embroiled with a "kiddie-porn" king who can't abide folk that "get it on with little kids"... Ludicrously implausible.

14/08/97 Channel 5: The Streets of San Francisco - "The House on Hyde Street" ultimately not an anti-pédophile tract, but billed as though it were one.

Non-fiction

~ 18 titles ~